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Ralph, a little boy, who just turned three,Ralph, a little boy, who just turned three,Ralph, a little boy, who just turned three,Ralph, a little boy, who just turned three,
Was most happy with no nappy,Was most happy with no nappy,Was most happy with no nappy,Was most happy with no nappy,
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He showered bugs and slugs,He showered bugs and slugs,He showered bugs and slugs,He showered bugs and slugs,
Mummy’s sheepskin rug,Mummy’s sheepskin rug,Mummy’s sheepskin rug,Mummy’s sheepskin rug,
He filled Daddy’s boots and his coffee mug.He filled Daddy’s boots and his coffee mug.He filled Daddy’s boots and his coffee mug.He filled Daddy’s boots and his coffee mug.

 

  



But BEST of all,But BEST of all,But BEST of all,But BEST of all,    
what he MOST enjoyed...what he MOST enjoyed...what he MOST enjoyed...what he MOST enjoyed...
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Her jigsaw puzzle, her slinky dog,Her jigsaw puzzle, her slinky dog,Her jigsaw puzzle, her slinky dog,Her jigsaw puzzle, her slinky dog,
Her piggy bank and wind-up frog,Her piggy bank and wind-up frog,Her piggy bank and wind-up frog,Her piggy bank and wind-up frog,
Her pink yo-yo, her red lollipop,Her pink yo-yo, her red lollipop,Her pink yo-yo, her red lollipop,Her pink yo-yo, her red lollipop,
He even took a tinkle in her Coco Pops.He even took a tinkle in her Coco Pops.He even took a tinkle in her Coco Pops.He even took a tinkle in her Coco Pops.

 


